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This papef prÇqenls an economic
appfalsal gl ¡ome work carried out ¡n
thc home! of low-income famil¡es by
local energy conservation schemes
under the auspices of Neighbourhood
Energy Action. Low-lncome f¡mllies
with their proportionately hlgh expendl.
ture on fuel and ¡clatlvely low oncrgy
etficlenl homes ara hard hit by energy
pdç¡ng pollclcs and unable to respond
t0 governmont measures which seek to
encourege energy conservation. Local
energy conservation schemes may bo
seen as attempting ¡o tlll thls gap left by
general governmont pollcy. lhls paper
conccnÈat€s on the economic apprais.
al fro¡n the perspective of the client
households ol the schemes and a mod-
el ls developed of the benefits ol energy
conserv¡t¡on work. ln connectian with
the latter, it is argued that lt ls crucially
important to.distinguish carefully be-
lween delivered enerEy and.energy ser-
vice.
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Richard R. Barhett

energy consumption takes place in the home and although there is
evidence ro suggest thar government policy has had a sizeable impact,
these policies have been least successful in addressing the problems of

responrJ to the incentives to install energy conservation measures.
Neighbourhood Energy Action (NEA) is a National council of

voluntary organisirtions service and assists local comrnunities to run
projects which help to install energy conservation measures in low-
income households. Ir serves, then, to help to bridge the gap in
government policy with respect to poor consumers. The NEA local
energy conservation schemes are associated in a loose federation and

from local authorities and charities.
'lhe aim .f this pupcr is to provicle an economic appraisal of the work

unclertakcn by local cncrgy conservation schemes uncle r the auspices of
NEA. The paper forms part of a larger study which seeks to evaluate the
work unclertakcn by the NEA schenrcs.r The cmpirical finitings refer to
thc anslvcrs givcn by somc 310 cricnt houscholcls of five oithe local
cnergy c0nse rvation sche mcs. 

.[hc 
five schcmes selected for the detailed

analysis of clicnt household reactions \.\,crr: sclecte<J following an initial
srlrvey of all the schcmes kno*'n to NEA in summer t9g2. The five
schemcs varicd in thcir geographical clistribution, type of sponsor, range
lncl rrrnount of conservation u'ork undertakcn, sources of funding añd
typc of arca (urban/rural) in which they operatecl.2
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lThe findings of the wider evaluation are

summarized in S. Hutton et al, Energy
Efficiency in Low lncome Households: An
Evaluat¡on of Local lnsulation Proiects,

Energy Efficiency Series 4, HMSO, Lon-

don, 1985. More detailed results are re-

oorted in A. Corden et al, Local Energy
'ConseNation Schemes in the lJK, Working

Paper DHSS 139/4.83. AC/RP/JB' Social
Poiicy Research Unit, University of York,

Vork, UK, 1983; R. R. Barnett, Local
Energy Conseruaiion Schemes. An Eco'
nomic Appraisal, Working Paper DHSS
188/5.84.R8, Social Policy Research Unit,
University of York, York, UK, 1983; S.

Hutton et al, The lmpact of Local Energy
Conservation Schemes in the UK, Working
Paper DHSS 185/4.84 SH/RP/JB/GG, So-
ciai Policy Research Unit, University of

York, York, UK and Department of Social
Psychology, London School of Economics,
London,1984.
2For further details of the schemes and
methods of investigation see ibrd, Hutton
et a/, 1985, chapter 2.
3For a detailed exposition of the methods
of economic appraisal see, for example, R.

Sugden and A. H. Williams' The Principles
of Þracticat Cost-Benef¡t Analysis, OxÍord
University Press, Oxford, UK, 1978. Excel-
lent contextual material for an economic
appraisal in this area is provided by G.

Leach etal, A Low Energy Strategy for lhe
united Kingdom, lnternational lnst¡tute for
Environment and Development, London,
1 979,
4The nature of these broader social issues,
such as the benefits and shadow costs ol
the lob creation aspects of the local energy
conseruation schemes, are briefly discus-
sed in R. R. Barnett, op cil, Aet 1, Section
þ.
sSimilar conditions have to apply in lhe link
between pr¡mary and delivered energy, but

since our interest here is with domestic
energy conservation measures, rather
than energy supply, these are not discus-
sed.

Economic appraisal, domestic energy conservation and
energy policy

Economics is about choice and economic appraisal is concerned with the

evaluation of choice.'1 Thus the objective here is to evaluate the act of
choice which resulted in economic resources being used in local energy

conservation schemes. At the outset of an economic appraisal it is

important that the objective óf the act of choice that is being evaluated

ris ólearly defined and here the objective of the NEA projects is taken to

I be energy conservation where the latter is defined as the more

economi¿;lly efficient use of delivered energy. This objective is taken in

preference to the narrower one of achieving a reduction in the use of
ãelivered energy and the reason for this is justified later when it is

shown that a conservation measure can be economically efficient even if
it leads to no reduction (or indeed even if it leads to an increase) in fuel

expenditure. The NEA schemes may see themselves as having other

objectives such as the temporary creation of jobs, the alleviation of fuel

poverty ancl improving the housing stock, but these further objectives

änd thê exrent ìo which they reinforce or conflict with the objective of
energy conservation are not discussed in this paper.

Alio of central importance in an economic appraisal is an explicit

statement concerning whose interests are to be taken into account' If
the interests of ail individuals in society are to be considered, then the

economic appraisal can be referred to as a social cost-benefit analysis.

But whose interests are to be included is not dictated by the technique of
economic appraisal; instead the issue is best viewed as one aspect of the

need to specify clearly the objective of the act of choice. In terms of the

work undcitaken by the local energy conservation schemes there are

several groups whose interests might be considered. These include the

clients of the schemes, the employees of the schemes, o\ilners of
property, various political groupings interested in achieving (or main-

iaining) power and socrety as a whole. In this paper the concentration is

on the interests of the clients and broader social issues are not

investigated.l
At the centre of the current conservative government's policy on

eneigy conservation is fuel pricing and the policy on fuel pricing is

suppôrted by information ¿ìnd advice and backed up by various financial

inòentives. That a pricing policy alone is unlikely to lead to an efficient

pattern of energy use c¿ìn readily be seen if a distinction is made

between:

1. primary energy (fuel resources), for example, coal, crude oil,
hydroelectric power;

2. delivered energy, for example coal, electricity, gas;

3. useful energy, for example, heat, power, light;
4. cnergy scrvice , for exarnple, increase in room temperature, or more

gcnerally changes in comfort levels.

The consumer is intcrestetl in (and gets wellbcing from) energy service,

but'this can õnly be bought inclirectly by the purchase of delivered
energy. Pricing policy on the other hand is concerned with primary and

deliveretl energy antl getting the price of these 'right' will only lead to an

oprimal price an<I hence optimal consumption of energy service if there

are no economically efficient investments that can be macle in the link
between delivered energy ancl energy service. It is here that energy

conscrvation measures come in.5
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6The seminal reference on second best is
R. G. Lipsey and K. Lancaster, 'The
general theory of second besl'. Beview of
Economic Studies, Vol 24, pp 11-32. Fot a
discussion of its implications see, for ex-
ample, Y-K Ng, Welfare Economics, (e-
vised edition), Macmillan, London, 1983.
7ln a similar way, there is an indirect or
desired demand for energy-using ap-
pl¡ances,

Local energy conservation schemes

If the government had complete control over every decision it could
authorize conservation measures whenever the social benefits exceeded
the social costs. Such investments would be socially optimal. But instead
of one decision-making body, decisions with respect to energy conserva-
tion measures are taken by literally millions of different individuals.
These individuals will carry out a conservation measure if the perceived
private benefits exceed the perceived private costs and thus it is unlikely
that the socially optimal amount of conservation :work will be
undertaken. Individuals may misperceive the private benefits and costs
of conservation work and the true private and social values may differ.
The decentralized nature of the decision r.naking coqpled with any
problems of perception and valuation make government policy in this
area much more difficult than in the complementary area of energy
supply where decisioh making is much more centralized. But an optimal
energy policy requires the right balance of investments to be undertaken
in both of these areas. A world in which economically efficient
conservation projects are left undone is second best and thus it is no
longer necessarily the case that efficiency principles (for example,
setting price equal to marginal costs) should govern energy supply.6

To achieve social efficiency in energy conservation is likely to require:
(a) the provision of information regarding the true private benefits and
costs of various conservation measures and (b) financial inducement to
bring social and private valuations into line. It is likely that any financial
inducements will have to be geared to the requirements of particular
client groups and of particular relevance here are the likely'special
features of any inducements aimed at the elderly and low-income
householcls. Other things being equal, the elderly can be expected to
have relatir-ely short time horizons and thus not find it worthwhile to
invest in conservation measures which have fairly long payback periods.
The poor rvill face a capital constraint and thus a high implied discount
rate which again will militate against investment in conservation
projects. In both of these cases socially efficient conservation projects
will be left undone and local energy schemes can be viewed as one
approach to dealing with this problem.

A model of the benefits of domestic energy conservation
measures

By makin_q technical improvements in the link between delivered energy
and energy' service, domestic energy conservation measures reduce the
implicit price of energy service. The benefits of such measures can be
measured by the change in consumer surplus as indicated by the area
under the clemancl curve for energy service. But although it is energy
service that contributes to an individual's wellbeing, it cannot be directly
purchasecl. Instead there is an indirect or derived clcmand for delivered
encrgy: dclivercd energy does not itself contribute to consumer
wellbein-e but must be purchascd if energy service is to be achieved.T
Since'lnarket data rcfer to dclivercd energy but consumer wellbeing is
gained from energy servicc thc two neecl to be linked and this is done in
Figure l.

In quatlrant 3, point a inclicates the initial and observable price and
quantity purchased combination for delivered energy for a given
householcl: given the ruling price of p'/ quantity ql is purchased and thus
the household's expencJiturc on fuel is represented by the area Oq( ap(.
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Figure 1. Delivered energy and con-

sumer wellbe¡ng.

sA change in the household's lifestyle

would alio cause fOl to pivot. Such a
change could result,
educating Young ch
'every door in the
energy conservation
advice on what m¡

effect¡ve use of a given heating system
provide a potenlial benefit by causing lof to
pivot ¡n this way.
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The line /0I in quadrants 2 and 4 shows the technical and behavioural

relationship between delivered energy and energy service; for example,

for a giveì household's living style, its ownership of energy-using

appliances and the physical characteristics of its house, the line might

in<Jicate how many uniis of electricity (delivered energy) are required to

provide sufficient heat (useful energy) to increase room temperature

i"n"rgy service) by 1'C for one hour' For ease of exposition a simple

iinear"'relationship is assumed although this is not essential for the

analysis and the empirical results in no way depend upon it'
Given the rechnical and behavioural relationship between delivered

ancl useful energy, it can be seen that the q( units of delivered energy

procluce qi uniis of energy service. Similarly the price of delivered

àn.rgy of'p'1/ gives an implicit price for energy service of pt and thus

p"ini2 in quaclrant 3 impties that t te household.is 1onsu1i1q.at 
point c

in quu,lronì L point c rèpresents one point on the household's demand

curve for energy service an<J it is what happens in quadrant I that

matters for the household's wellbeing and hence for the economic

appraisal also.' À technically efficie nt encrgy conservation measure will mean that

each unit of de livered cncrgy will pro<,luce more energy service and such

a'rìeasure can be reprcsented in Figure I by an anti-clockwise pivot of

line t0( around the origin.s Consequent upon the introcluction of a

conservation measure tñe new technical and behavioural relationship

between delivere<i energy ancl energy service will be represented by a

line such as e0è. Each unit of delivered energy will produce more units

of energy service and thus a given price for delivered energy will result

as â lower imþlicit price of energy service. [t is this latter consequence
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ulated by D. W.
ment in energy
supplyl, in Fifttr
Commitlee on

Energy Con-
, Appendixes,
pp 193-198.

the limitations
ol his approach when he wr¡tes towards
the end of his evidence: 'more strictly, we
should replace (the reduced expenðiture
on fuel terms) w¡th expressions which have
measures of consumers' net gains in
terms of welfare' (p 198). But he leaves the
matter there and does not seem to be
aware that this admission renders his
earlier detailed formulation wholly in-
appropriate.

Loc a I e ne rgy co ns e rva.tion schemes

that is of primary importance here: a technically efficient domestic
energy conservation measure reduces the implicit price of energy
service.

If, after the implementation of the energy conservation measure, the
household is observed to continue to purchase the same amount of
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loThe clients might also, rightly or wrongly,
perceive the conservation measure to
have assoc¡ated with it recurrent mainte-
nance costs. lf this is the case the NPVo
formula becomes:

r
NPV> =: (B' - C,) (1 + r)-'

t=O

That individuals do have misconcept¡ons
about the private costs and benefits of
such measures is shown by the fact that
conservation work tends not to be cap¡tal-
ized into house prices; on this see Eco-
nomists Advisory Group, Domestic Energy
Conseruation and the UK Economy, Lon-
don, 1981. But this accepted pos¡t¡on ¡s not
fully supported by the perceptions of the
cl¡ents of the local energy conservation
schemes: of the 86 homes owners giving a
definite answer, 52 believed the conserva-
tion measure to have increased in value of
their property.
tl0lient households are not, of course,
expected to know lhe NPV) formula and
the research methodology does not re-
quire this.

Applying the model

The consumer surplus measure derived in the previous section represents
the benefit from an energy conservation measure over a specific period
of time, say one year. What matters to a household contemplating
installing a conservation measure is the present value of the net benefits
of the project over its useful life, and this is given by:

NPVT - -Co * ,à n, (1 + r)-'

where NPV7 is the net present value of the energy conservation
measure in the current period (period O); Co is the cost to the
household of installing the conservation measure; B¡ is the increase in
consumer surplus on energy service which is brought about by the
conservation measure, r is the discount rate; T is the useful life of the
conservation measure. [n the above formula it is assumed that the only
cost associated with the conservation measure is the installation cost and
in particular that there are no recurrent maintenance costs; also T
measures either the life of the conservation measure or the expected
time in the current dwelling of the household, whichever is the
shorter.r0 Since conservation projects are initially being evaluated from
the perspective of the household, rather than, say, of society as a whole,
the terms in the above formula refer to the household's perception of
the costs. benefits and useful life of the project. As noted above, the
elderly might be expected to have relatively short time horizons and the
poor to face a capital constraint ancl thus a high implied discount rate.
Without information there may also be misconceptions about the nature
of the benefits of particular energy conservation measrtres. 'lhe results
reportcd here refer to households' perceptions of the net present value
of various energy conservation measures following the nature of the
advice and size of the subsidy given by the local energy conservation
schemes.

Client households were initally asked if they thought that rhe rvork
was good value for money, an affirmative answer indicating that the
households' experience of the conservation measure over the period
between its installation and the interview has led them to expect NPVo
to be positive. Any answer to this question is based on subjective views
about the various terms entering the above fbrmulall and the
questionnaire sought to isolate general characteristics (of households,
type of conservation measures, types of building, etc) which influence
the number of people believing conservation measures to be good value.
An attempt was also made to quantify the NPVç by asking how much
more the householcl would have been prepared to pay to have the
conservation work undertaken. In the limit a household should be
willing to pay an ¿tmount equal to the perceived NPV¡¡ of the
conservation measure. Again the questionnaire sought to isolate general
characteristics which determine how much a household is willing to pay.

N¡hough numcrous variables might be expected to influence a
household's evaluation of a conservation measure, by refcrence to the
moclcl <Ieveloped above and the NPVo formula these can be divided
into four main areas. First, these are variables which influence by how
much the price of energy service is reduced. Such influences determine
the extent to which line t)l in Figure I pivots, that is, they determine by
how much the relationship between a unit of delivered energy and a unit
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lzThe results are based on detailed ¡nves-
tigation of a sample of 310 clients of the
five local energy conservation schemes.
Comparison interv¡ews were obtained from
167 households who did not have con-
servation work undertaken but who in
other respects could be matched with 167
households in the sample of clients. For
details of the sampling technique see S.
Hutton et al, Energy Elficiency in Low
lncome Households: An Evaluation of Loc-
al lnsulation Projects, Energy Efficiency
Series 4, HMSO, London, 1985, chapter 2.l3The slalistical tables are not presented
here, but may be found in Barnetl, op cit,
Ref 1.

Local encrgy conservalion schemes

of energy service is changed by the conservation measure. Included here
are, inter alia: type of conservation measure; physical characteristics of
the dwelling. Second, there are variables which determine by how much
a household will gain from a given reduction in the price of useful
energy. The model developed in the previous section suggests that two
factors will positively influence the size of this gain: (a) how far the
demand crlrve for useful energy is to the right (cf the rectangular area
p) pi ae in Figure 1); (b) the price elasticity of demand for useful energy
(cf the triangular areas in Figure 1, for example, area cep). Influences
considered here are the usual ones affecting the position of a demand
curve: household income, reflecting ability to pay; length of use of
heated room(s), reflecting need for energy service. Third, there are
variables which influence the time horizon and discount rate; as has
been suggested these relate in the main to the age and income of the
household. Thus income has two complementary influences on the size
of NPVaI; ceteris paribus, higher-income households have a higher
demand and a lower implicit discount rate. Both of these influences
mean that energy conservation measures are, other things equal, more
likely to be worthwhile for higher income households. The final
influence on the size of NPVo is the cost to the household of having the
energy conservation measure installed; the higher the cost the less likely
it is that a household is going to view a given energy conservation
measure as worthwhile.

Although it is readily observable, the relationship between quantity
and price of delivered energy is not of direct relevance to the economic
appraisal. Households do not gain wellbeing from delivered energy and
the demand for it is a derived one. Thus changes in expenditure on
delivered energy are only indicative of what is happening elsewhere, or
in terms of Figure 1, what happens in quadrant 3 is the result of various
changes in the other three (relevant) quaclrants.

Results

Two types of energy conservation measures are considered: loft
insulation and <lraught-proofing. Thus client households are divided
into three groups according to the type of work unclertaken for them by
a local energy conservation scheme as follows:12

1. households which had a loft insulatecl but no draught-proofing work
<lone (group L);

2. households which had some draught-proofing work done but did
not have a loft insulatecl (group D);

3. households which had bt-¡th loft insulation and <Jraught-proofing
work carried out (group LD).

The analysis of the results is structured as folklws. Factors which are
hypothesized to influence thc cxtcnt to which the price of energy service
is reduced are considered first. Factors which are hypothesized to
influence how a household will respond to a givcn price reduction are
then introduced. Influences on the cliscount rate and time horizon are
considered concurrently with these and cost factors are introduced at
the end of the section.l-1

In answer to the initial question about whether or not the conserva-
tion work was good value for money, whtle 92"/" of the client households
answered in the affirmative, there was a significant difference at the
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95% confidence lever in the answers according to the type of work
undertaken. Significantly more crient households in group'o berieved
the work not to be good value than those in L and lp.'gut even for
group D, 88% of crient househords believed the work to be good value
for money' Those client househords which believed the workîo be good
value for money were asked how much extra they would have been
willing to pay to have had the work undertaken. Again the differences in
responses for the three groups were statisticallj, significant at 95"/o
confidence level. Signifi.?litv a rarger parr of ttreb gioup were willing
to pay up to f 10 more, while a significantly greater pioportion of those
in group LD were willing to pay ui r"urt f 13 Ãore un,r up ¡o n2}more.14
when just groups LD and L were compared, no statisticatty signiricant
result emerged concerning the additioñar wilringness to puy.ihus theinitial conclusion to emerge was that significanîly *or"'.li"nt house-
holds who had some roft insulation workãone, thát is g.oup I-'ano t-o,believed the work to be good varue than did thos"e wiro just had
draught-proofing work undertaken. Also of those who did beiieve thework to be good value, those in group D were wiiling to increase their
payments by a smalrer amount than those in the other"groups. It shouldperhaps be noted that when asked about changed comfort levels,
llraught-proofing was believed ro have made the gieatest .on*iturion.
This does not conflict with the findings reported above. In terms of the
economic appraisal, changed comfortleveis represent part of the flow ofbenefits; good varue and additionar willingness to pay are concerned
with the flow of the whole of the benefits relative to costs.

Architects and buircring surveyors reports suggest that the type ancr
39: of the dwelling and the way in which ir ìi hea.ted are likely toinfluence the extent to which energ), conservation nìe¿ìsures arebeneficial. considered first is the possitäe effecr of type of druetling, onwhether or not energy conservation me¿ìsures are berieved to be goodvalue. A threeford crassification was used for type of dwelring:
semi-detached or end rerracecl; mi¿_terrace; fl^t'å; ,.|;r.,r Nîstatistically signific.nt ass.ciation as found between these types otproperty and whether or not cnergy conservation work was berieved tobe good value. The buirding iågurations have been periodicaty
upgraded ancr thus any inherent heit ross should be ress frorn n"*",dwellings; because of cl¿rta rinritations it was onry possibre to divideproperty inro pre- and post-r940 categories. egain no sttiiisticaily
significant association betwecn age of prãp"rty and perception of goodvalue rvas tbund' Arthough tñ"." ïut no statisticariy significant
associarion between age of property and perception of gáoC îatue, itwas believed that there might have been such an association between
age of property and ad..itional wiilingness to pay. The hypothesis to betested was that those cricnt h.useh<lrds *,hich bòrieve trréï,lrt to be ofg'od value might value it m'rc highry if thcy rivcd in an .rdcr and thusless intrinsically cncrgy-efficicnt prup"rty. Fr<¡wcver. no statisticaily
significant ass.ciation w¿rs tìrr¡¡rcr ,,t trr" 9i.2, cr¡nfitje ncc rcver.

Whcthcr or not a propcrty hls ccntral hcating ancl if so, what type ofcentral hcating (crassificd.¿r.s gas.r,thcr) both showed no statisticailysignificant associati.r with pcrccpti.n of goo<l varue. AdJitionar
willing.ness to pay ¿rrst¡ sh.wcrr nrl statisticar ass'ciation with thesecentral heating char¿rctcristics ol a propcrty.

The lactors cliscusscd s. rar reraic to tnc tcctrnical characteristics ofthe cnergy conservati'n rncasurc ¿rntl/'r <lf the property. g"hu;iuu.ut
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16ln calculating eQuivalent ¡ncome the first
person in a household was given a weight-
ing of 1 and all subsequent individuals a
we¡ghting of 0.6; for further details on this
see S. Hutton eI al, op clt, Ref 1.ttOf the 276 responses to the question on
equ¡valent income 189 fell in the range of
e25 to Ê50 per week; 32were in the ránge
Ê15 to 825 per week, 41 in the range Ê50
to Ê75 per week, and 14 ¡n excess ol l7s
per week.
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aspects of the household might also be expected to influence the
relationship between delivered and energy service and thus whether or
not a conservation measure is perceived to be good value. Draught-
proofing measures were consideied and client households were asked if
they had done anything to prevent draughts before coming into contact
with a local energy scheme. The hypothesis to be tested is that
households which had already carried out some draught-proofing
measures are, ceterß paribus, more energy conscious than those which
have not done anything. But, in fact, no nt
association was found between good value and rk
undertaken before coming into contact wit nt
households were also asked if any loft insuration work had been carried
out on their dwelling before they came into contact with a local energy
conservation scheme. Essentially the hypothesis to be tested is the same
as the one just considered and here a significantly greater proportion of
clients who already had some loft insulation found the woik càrried out

househoids as loft insulation work.
Turning now to consider the position of the demand curve for useful

energy as an influence on good value or otherwise of energy
conservation work, it will be recalled that, ceteris paribus, any givðn
conservation measure is predicted to be of more value to a client
household the further the deman<I curve is to the right and the more
price elastic it is. ln testing for the presence of an income effect on the

equivalent income in the f25 to f50 per week rangerT perhaps militates
against such an effect emerging.

Equivalent income is an objective measure of ability to pay but what
may be of more relevance is a householcl's perceive<l poverty especially
with respect to expencliture on energy. crient households werè askeà
how easy it had been for them to fincl money to pay for fuel over the past
year and the replies were grouped into three categories: those which
founcl it very or fairly easy; those which found it rather difficult; those
whiqh found it very difficult or almost impossible. Testing this perceived
poverty against additional willingness to pay shows no statistically
significant ¿rssociation.
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additional willingness to
should be borne in mind
pension households: the
this works to pull the value of Np
might be greater both because t
occupied for longer periods and
e.lderly to keep \ryarm' this works to push the value of Npvsupwards;
there may also be an income effe:t át work.

Turning to the influence of the cost of the energy conservation
measure to the client and perception of good varuä a statisticallysignificant association at the 95% iever between these two factors wasfound.
for mo work not to be good value

payme st and highest categories of

return r. one. on the comparative
Ioft insulation work. Thelowest ominated by client households who

The middle range of
clients believing the
was over_represented,
loft insulation work

Before drawing the various res
comment is possible on the price
It will be recalled that if thsdem
expenditure on it will fall as its
elasticity expenditure remains th
demand it increases. Client house

g those able to answers eased (price elastic

u *ere spending less
ture on fuel has notc,hanged (unitary price erasticity). In the case of unirary uná p.i." erasticd;1and for energy service, cliãnt households were .t"";iy å-[;g someof the benefits from the conservation measures in the form of increase.comfort. These re

delivered energy us
on average reduced
what it woulcl have
as that thought to be feasible for a constant comfort Ievel.rsFinally' it might be noted how inappropriate it woura have been touse. reduced expenditure on cleriverei ån"igy as a measure (or even anindicator) of the net benefits of an energy conservation measure. Theuse of such a measure woula have inaic¿ited no net benefit f<>r Tgrn ot

olds who were ablc to answcr the questions on changed
(the price inelastic and unirary price clasticity cases). A
cal association between whether a client t orrJol,l *o,
he same , or less on deliverecl energy un.f p..."ftion ofgood value showed no significance at the 95% confìáence'teu.t,'cteorly

the client househorcrs .i<J not berieve changed expencliture to be anadequare indicator of their changed level of 
_wellbeing.

What conclusions can be clrawn from these empirical findings? Thefirst tliing to be emphasized is that the rack oi heterogeneity in some ofthe.data miritated against statisticar ,"r,ing in certain areas. But thisproblem was to be expectecr since the rocal energy schemes were geared
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Local energy conservation schemes

category still believed their decision to invest in this area to have been a
wise one.

Conclusion
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lsBy technical efficiency is meant the
ability of a given energy conservat¡on
measure to ¡ncrease the amount of energy
service attainable from a given input of
delivered energy. Whether or not such a
measure is also economically efficient is
dependenl both on its cost and lhe cl¡ents
evaluation of the benefits.
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Local energy conservation schemes

clients said they felt warmer as a consequence of the conservation
measure. Both the theoretical analysis and the clients' responses
demonstrated that an appraisal in which the clients' objective was to
achieve savings on fuel expenditure would be inappropriate.

It has also been suggested that a domestic energy conservation
programme is likely to be a necessary part of an efficient energy policy
in ensuring that socially efficient investments in the link between
delivered and energy service are made. Throughout it has been
emphasized that it is essential that a distinction is made between
delivered energy and energy service: it is the latter which gives the
consumer wellbeing and should, therefore, be central in any analysis.

The outstanding conclusion from the economic appraisal is that
overall 92"/" or clients thought their decision to have conservation work
carried out to have been a good one. Further, for those clients who had
some loft insulation installed this figure rose to a staggering 97o/o and lor

has proved to be a better investment for clients than draught-proofing.
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